
           SOVEREIGNTY FROM ONE OBSERVATION… 

 
It’s like everyone’s searching for the one supreme universal truth when no such thing 
exists. It never did. There is only your truth and your truth is what you make it. All 
who search long enough and diligently enough will always find theirs. Any 
enlightened person can tell you what you will ultimately find. You will find your 
sovereign unlimited freedom. For me to even faintly experience a fleeting taste of my 
sovereignty is to experience the inexpressible. One can only stammer in the act of 
attempting to express it.  I am sovereign by birth, just as my father is. 
 
I can only experience my sovereignty as I enter my spirit… that same spirit that is 
within all creation. It is only there I find my freedom. There are times when I need to 
come away from all the clamor and din of the many opinions of man and go into my 
closet and shut the door and listen. Sometimes spirit would desire to call me away. 
When I go, I then am given the real bread of life. I walk a path no one else has ever 
traveled. No one else has ever traversed the path you walk, for it is uniquely yours. 
There is only one who walks it with you. That one has the word you need when you 
can no longer see the path. That one is your I am presence. You will hear a voice 
saying… “This is the way, walk ye in it”. 
 
Your spirit knows the way for you, and waits for you to allow it to lead the way. There 
is a time to come away… a call to silence and a listening for only it to speak. There is 
at times a call to “come away”. The master is quoted as saying… “Take heed what 
you hear”.  It is sometimes so easy for me to become distracted by all the opinions 
that tell me how it is. Then one day I wake up and find that somewhere along my way, 
I’ve lost the peace.  It’s then I find that it’s time to come away.  My spirit would have 
me know that I am sovereign, I am free. Others can point the way, but only spirit can 
take me there. So what is this that some on the web refer to as the hierarchy? 
 
This being a term that I shy away from. If somewhere up ahead I happen to meet 
these ones, assuming they do exist… if they are worth their salt, they would only be 
there for assistance should I request it. Never to advise or control in any way. Advice 
only should I ask for it, not because they thought I needed it. There are universal laws 
that guarantee I’ll always get to where I need to go. These laws are a part of the 
nature of God and are an intricate part of my being. In him I live and move and have 
my being. All he is, I am and all he has I have, and all he can do I can do. Control in 
any form is not to be found in him. Nor can it ever be found anywhere within a true 
representative of him, whether said representative be flesh and blood or any entity 
that is otherwise. 
 



To all who have tasted their sovereignty they know they need no one to govern them 
for they have tasted and know how free they are. As someone has said, we are so 
free we can create bondage and we do. The law above all other laws is love. Love is 
sovereign, love would shout it from the house tops all is sovereign, all are free, all are 
destined to know it and to experience it. Perhaps it is possible to delay it, but it 
cannot be prevented. You are sovereign… wait and listen for spirit to tell you so. 
Sooner or later all will know the freedom that is theirs. The freedom that has always 
been yours. How could it not be so? You who are the offspring of the highest. 

SOVEREINTY… 
It means there exists no one in god’s creation with power over me. 

It means there is no thing in existence with power over me. 

It means there is no circumstance, no situation that exists that is not powerless 

before me. 

Why is this true? 

It is true because… 

There is no one, and no thing, that exists besides that which I am. 

I AM 

SOVEREIGN! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


